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Evidence is the core of civil process. Standardization of admissibility, being an 
important category in the evidence law realm, is a threshold transforming lawsuit 
materials into evidence and acts the role of a connecting link in evidence definition. It 
is relatively of perfection both the evidence admissible regulation in common law 
legal system countries and the evidence regulation in continental law legal system 
countries. For a long time, it has seldom been emphasized to the research about 
admissibility in our theory and practice circles, otherwise, we have paid more 
attention to the study on proof ability. The evidence system , built centrally with the 
evidence attribute, is formulated mostly by“what evidence should be?” and does not 
regulate how to choose a sort of evidence by concrete operation. The kind of evidence 
system, which is nor suitable to the whole period of civil lawsuit procedure, is 
positively disadvantageous to civil process guide. This paper, beginning with concept 
of procedural evidence and admissibility, has analyzed the relationship and difference 
between admissibility and other concerning concepts, pointing out that the 
connotation of admissibility should contain characteristics of relevancy, legitimate 
and objectivity. After studying comparatively the systems in relation of common law 
legal system countries and continental law legal system countries, the paper put 
forward the proposal how to standard the admissibility of all sorts of proof materials 
and also the defined procedure, analyzing the necessity of the judicial discretion when 
a judge defines the admissibility and the ways restricting the judicial discretion. 
This paper contains four chapters in all except the preface and the conclusion 
part. 
Chapter one has introduced the concept of admissibility. It has brought to a 
conclusion on the concept and connotation of admissibility on the basis of comparing 















and the procedural function of the admissibility system and illustrated the significance 
building a set of admissibility system as well. 
Chapter two has introduced the admissibility regulation in common law legal 
system countries and the evidence regulation in continental law legal system countries. 
It has alterative introduced relevancy, evidence exclusion and the ways of judging 
admissibility for the justice, integrating the judicial patterns and civil process system 
of the two law systems, and pointed out its developing tendency.  
Chapter three has reviewed the procedural legislation on admissibility and its 
developing trend in our country and discussed the shortage of our admissibility 
legislation directed by the judicial idea of procedural toolism and objectivity pursuit. 
Chapter four has put forward that we should select the systemic model of 
regulative proof first, free adjudication second on building the admissibility rules, 
combining with the actual circumstance. Then, on the basis of that stated, it has 
proposed suggestions on our requirement of admissibility legislation, the evidence 
that should be excluded, the procedure defining admissibility and the restriction on the 
judicial discretion of the justice.  
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